NOVICE VS. EXPERT TUTORS: A COMPARISON OF STYLE
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Abstract

The CIRCSIM-Tutor intelligent tutoring system project has been built on the basis of numerous studies of transcripts of expert human tutors (professors) teaching first year medical students. We also have transcripts of novice tutors (second year medical students) teaching the same material to medical students at the same level. In this paper we identify measurable differences in the teaching styles between the novices and experts. Examples of tutoring of identical topics were isolated from the novice- and expert-tutored transcripts and various dialogue acts were counted. The primary result is that expert tutors are more likely than novice tutors to query students for information as opposed to informing them directly.

Introduction

The CIRCSIM-Tutor project is building an intelligent tutoring system designed to tutor first-year medical students on the baroreceptor reflex, a mechanism for blood pressure regulation in the human body. The machine tutor is designed to imitate aspects of human tutorial dialogue. Our data for tutoring behavior and language comes from a corpus of fifty one- and two-hour tutoring sessions, conducted by typed communication between the tutor and student in separate rooms.

The sessions that we have analyzed for the construction of the machine tutor have all been taught by two of the authors, Joel Michael and Allen Rovick, who served as the medical students’ own physiology professors. In addition to experience teaching the baroreceptor reflex in the classroom, they had considerable experience teaching this material one-on-one, in small groups [Michael 1993], and in computer-based teaching labs [Rovick and Michael 1992].

In addition to the sessions taught by our expert tutors, we have transcripts of teaching by “novice” tutors. The novice tutors for this experiment were four second-year medical students recruited for purposes of this experiment. They did not necessarily have prior tutoring experience, but they received training as described below. Altogether this experiment accumulated fifteen novice tutoring sessions, teaching one of the same problems as taught in many of the expert sessions.

This study does not endeavor to compare large samples of expert tutors to novice tutors. If we have only one expert tutor it is enough for our purpose: imitating some of the expert tutor’s teaching style in a machine tutor. We have pre-test and post-test evidence that the expert tutors we use are effective, even after tutoring only one problem [Rovick and Michael 1992], so we know these are people it would be useful to imitate. It is our hope that by comparing their style to novice tutoring we can learn interesting characteristics of a style we know to be effective.

There have been a number of published analyses of the expert tutors’ language behavior in the CIRCSIM-Tutor project expert transcripts. The tutors’ use of negative acknowledgments was analyzed in [Spitkowsky and Evens 1993; Evens et al. 1993]. A more recent accounting covering all types of acknowledgments in detail appears in [Brandle 1998, 1999; Brandle and Evens 1997]. Hinting behavior was analyzed in [Hume et al. 1996a, b]. Language differences between typed and spoken tutoring were described in [Seu et al. 1991]. Student initiatives, where the student temporarily sets the discourse agenda, and also the tutors’ responses to those initiatives, were described in [Sanders et al. 1992; Shah 1997].

Recently transcripts have been marked up to show the tutorial goal structure [Freedman et al. 1998b; Kim et al. 1998b]. These versions of the annotated expert transcripts have been used for purposes such as analyzing sentence
structure [Kim, Freedman and Evens 1998a] and automated analyses of tutorial schemata [Freedman et al. 1998a]. These are the marked up transcripts of expert tutors we used in the comparison in this paper.

**Selection of Comparison Text**

The essence of this experiment is observing tutoring language behavior in comparable novice- and expert-tutored texts. In order to understand what are comparable texts we need to briefly describe the tutoring task.

The context of our transcripts is that the student solves a problem in blood pressure regulation. The problem is usually posed as an external event which perturbs blood pressure. The student then predicts qualitative changes for a number of causally related physiological variables. After predictions have been made, the tutor usually corrects the erroneous predictions one by one. There are three stages in the response to a disturbance of blood pressure; for each of the stages the cycle of student prediction and tutor remediation is repeated.

In comparing novice tutoring to expert tutoring we controlled for the following factors:

- Problem the student was solving
- Stage of the problem
- Physiological parameter being tutored

The fifteen novice tutoring transcripts all involve the students working the same problem, which postulates a cardiac pacemaker which starts pulsing at the wrong rate. We took from our expert texts the twenty-two previously marked up expert tutoring transcripts that include the same pacemaker problem. In each transcript we selected the first of the prediction/tutoring cycles (the first physiological stage), partly because this is the best understood and most comprehensively marked up part of the corpus, and partly because not all tutoring sessions included the later stages.

Within this first stage, we selected all tutoring instances dedicated to the physiological parameters stroke volume (SV) and central venous pressure (CVP). Predicting these variables tends to be difficult for the students, resulting in more and longer instances of tutoring. In some transcripts the parameter right atrial pressure (RAP) substituted for CVP, which is physiologically nearly identical. Each segment of selected text starts with the tutor introducing the variable into the conversation and ends when discussion of that variable has finished. One variable is represented at most once in each stage of the problem in each transcript; it is usually absent if the student predicted it correctly. Altogether we had twenty-three segments of tutoring dialogue from the first stage of tutoring, as summarized in Table 1.

The medical students being tutored in both the expert and novice transcripts were first-year medical students, usually at approximately the same stage in the physiology course taught by the same professors. Although they came from several different cohorts of students (different school years), we believe that the populations tutored by the novices and experts are approximately the same in ability.

### Novice Tutor Training

One variable we did not control for was the training history of the novice tutors. The tutors were put through separate courses of training in tutoring and in CIRCSIM-Tutor’s problem domain, the baroreceptor reflex. Some novices received domain training and some received tutoring training. Domain training was designed to teach the topic without using tutoring. It consisted of several stages of reading texts and solving problems, with periodic testing and written non-interactive feedback. Tutoring training, conversely, avoided the baroreceptor reflex in favor of a different physiological feedback mechanism. It consisted of readings, being tutored by the experts, and practice tutoring with feedback. Since the novice tutors had learned the baroreceptor reflex in a previous school year, it was believed that the tutors who received only tutoring training still had a useful knowledge of the topic.

The novice transcripts could thus be divided into two groups depending on the training received by the novice tutor, but after controlling for other variables as described above there were not enough segments to control for training history.

### Annotation and Counting of Text

An excerpt from a marked up transcript of expert tutoring is displayed in Figure 1. This excerpt contains the tutoring for one erroneously predicted variable, Stroke Volume (SV). Annotations are coded in SGML.

In this markup we show what we call “primitive dialogue acts.” The fully annotated transcript contains descriptions of higher-level tutorial and dialogue acts (described later in this paper). Higher level goals can be realized by lower level goals until a primitive dialogue act is reached, which is a description of a piece of text.

The primitive dialogue acts in our expert transcripts are **t-elicits** (tutor elicits information from the student), **t-informs** (tutor asserts something), **t-ack** (tutor...
acknowledges a student’s answer), and s-ans (student answers). Note that student utterances are not categorized into informs or elicits because we are always studying the tutor’s behavior. We like these primitive dialogue acts because they are reasonably unambiguous and cover almost the full range of utterances. Thus we can count how many elicits and informs are in a selected text segment, telling us how many times they were used in the process of completely correcting one variable.

When marking up novice tutoring transcripts for this study we identified another primitive dialogue act we annotated as t-asks-confirmation, which appears as tutor questions such as “do you understand?” and “right?”

We counted the number of turns of dialogue in addition to primitive dialogue acts. We included only tutor turns in the count. Turn-taking is enforced by our keyboard-to-keyboard conversation program CDS [Li et al. 1992]; the two parties cannot type simultaneously. One turn consists of one party typing, possibly including several sentences, until control is relinquished to the other party.

In our counts of tutor turns and behaviors we eliminated instances of simple conversational repair, such as embodied in the final two turns of the following:

tu: So, if CVP is down what happens to (RAP and) SV?  
st: RAP decreases, and SV must follow suit.  
</s-ans>
</t-elicits>
</t-elicits>
</t-informs>
</t-elicits>  
tu: How is this possible? What must be true if all three of these predictions are correct?  
</s-ans catg=correct>
</t-elicits>
</t-elicits>  
st: That HR increases outstrip SV decreases in this case.  
</s-ans>
</t-ack>
</t-ack>
</t-elicits>

Figure 1. Expert SV Tutoring with Excerpted Annotations

used by the tutor. The goal is to see how many concepts the tutor uses during the course of remediating one erroneous variable. In this example the concepts we counted are italicized. Each concept is counted only once:

tu: What else changes in response to CO?  
st: Stroke volume.  
tu: No, stroke volume contributes to CO. Think of it in terms of WHERE that increased CO ends up.  
st: TPR.  
tu: No, CO pumps more blood into the arterial circulation and takes away blood from the venous circulation ….  
st: CVP  
tu: Right.

In this excerpt the parameter stroke volume is broached by the student and the tutor imparts some domain knowledge about it, so stroke volume is counted. TPR is broached by the student and never picked up by the tutor, so it is not counted. The parameter CVP is broached by the student and the tutor is using it as part of the argument, so it is counted. The phrases “arterial circulation” and “venous circulation” are counted here as anatomical terms, standing for different collections of blood vessels.

### Differences In Tutoring SV

Table 2 shows the all the counts from novice and expert transcript segments for the variable SV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Novice n</th>
<th>n/seg</th>
<th>Expert n</th>
<th>n/seg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Segments</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicits</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informs</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acks</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask-conf</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total prim. acts</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Tutoring Counts for SV

Among the primitive dialogue acts a striking difference is that the novices issued considerably more informs than the experts did, using an average of 10.4 informs during the course of tutoring SV while the experts used an average of only 3.0. Another striking difference is that the novices issued a number of ask-confirmation, 1.4 per segment, while the experts never engaged in that behavior.

For the 4x2 contingency table (Table 3) showing counts of all four dialogue acts and two independent samples, $\chi^2 = 16.2$, meaning the novices and experts differ in their issuance of primitive dialogue acts at the 0.01 significance level.

The absence of expert ask-confirmation actions confirms that the two expert tutors, who have been known to claim
that these questions do not lead to productive tutoring, seem to practice what they preach.

There may be an empirical basis for this distaste. Graesser, Person and Magliano [1995], in an experiment with unskilled tutors, recognized the tutorial task of assessing a student’s understanding of an answer. In 92% of the instances their tutors performed this task by asking questions of the “do you understand?” style, 7% of the time they asked follow-up questions, and occasionally they tried something more complicated. They found near-zero correlation between student achievement and “yes” answers to ask-confirmation-style questions, meaning that a “yes” answer to “do you understand?” is useless for gauging student comprehension. Interestingly, “no” answers were correlated with higher achievement. Thus our experts’ habit of only rarely asking these questions might be justified.

The relative frequencies of elicits vs. informs would seem to represent a fairly direct measure of how much the teaching style represents active learning as opposed to passive learning [Collins and Stevens 1982]. The use of ask-confirmation could conceivably be a linguistic tic, as opposed a consequence of tutoring strategy. But the ratio of questions to assertions might reflect a more fundamental difference. Therefore in order to test whether we have found a structural difference we compared only the two primitive dialogue acts of elicits and informs. The 2x2 contingency table for SV tutoring (Table 3 with the last two rows removed) yields \( \chi^2 = 8.8 \), which indeed shows that novices and experts differ in their behavior at the 0.01 level of significance.

The ratio of elicits to the sum of informs + elicits is 0.2 for the novices and 0.5 for the experts. The novices are informing a lot more, on average, for each question they ask. We consider this to be our most important result. It confirms our choice in trying to embody a question-asking active learning style within CIRCSIM-Tutor.

Graesser, Person and Magliano [1995] report a similar result in their study of unskilled tutors, listing active student learning among the components which are notably “underdeveloped, defective, or virtually non-existent” in unskilled tutoring.

Another big numerical difference which hints at variance between the novices and the experts is the number of concepts per segment. It takes the novices an average of 11.2 concepts to tutor SV and experts an average of 5.2. Inspection of the examples reveals what seems to be a pattern: the expert tutors tend to teach SV by moving forward in causal reasoning from its determinants. Figure 1 above has just such an example. The novices are different. All four novice tutors are represented among the five segments of novice SV tutoring; they all share a similar pattern. They start by asking a relatively open-ended question, then spend the rest of the segment informing the student about a good many details. Here is an excerpted example. The tutor’s last sentence is a good example of ask-confirmation:

tu: Last parameter: SV. Why does that not change?
st: OK, I am a little unsure on this one now…. I think it actually does change, since there is more blood now moving into the arterial system … and the Frank-Starling thing says that SV will go up.

tu: You are correct that there is actually a change in the SV. What happens is that there are three main influences on the SV. Can you remember them?
st: No.

tu: There is preload, the intotropic state (IS), and afterload. Preload can be thought of here as CVP. Afterload can be thought of here as MAP, and we have already determined that…. [proceeds to talk about MAP, ventricles, fiber lengths, muscle cells, Frank-Starling, a buildup of volume, etc., until finally…] a decrease in CVP will combine to actually DECREASE stroke volume. Does this make sense, am I going too fast?

By contrast, the expert’s opening question quoted in Figure 1 cuts to the chase: “So if CVP is down what happens to (RAP and) SV?” The large bag of other physiological and anatomical concepts is brought to bear only if needed. Another notable difference in the use of concepts is that the experts use far fewer anatomical concepts than the novices did in tutoring SV, preferring to invoke physiological parameters and their relationships.

Differences in Tutoring CVP

Table 4 shows the all the counts from novice and expert transcript segments for the variable CVP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Novice n</th>
<th>Novice n/seg</th>
<th>Expert n</th>
<th>Expert n/seg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Segments</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicits</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informs</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ack</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask-conf</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total prim. acts</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Tutoring Counts for CVP
The relative use of *elicits* versus *informs* follows the same pattern in tutoring CVP as it does in tutoring SV. In tutoring CVP, the ratio of *elicits* to the total of *elicits* + *informs* is 0.23 for novices and 0.53 for experts. Computing $\chi^2 = 9.6$ for the $2 \times 2$ contingency table containing only *elicits* and *informs* shows that the difference in behavior is significant at the 0.01 level. Again we can conclude that the experts engage in a more active style of tutoring.

Looking at the segments of tutoring we isolated from the transcripts, we see that the novice tutoring contains long sequences of explanation. Here is an example, again ending with an instance of *ask-confirmation*:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Novice</th>
<th>Expert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elicit</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inform</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ack</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask-conf</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. CVP Primitive Dialogue Acts

Again we can build a contingency table of primitive dialogue acts (Table 5). Computing $\chi^2 = 12.6$ shows that the difference between experts and novices is significant at the 0.01 level.

While it is noticeable that the experts appeal to the same concepts as the novices do, (e.g. the volume of blood in the central venous compartment) but ask more questions of the student instead of giving the answer. In contrast to the SV tutoring, here the novices and experts seem to use the same physiological and anatomical arguments, but the differences are due to the style of tutoring. Contrast the

novice tutoring above to this example of expert tutoring. (This is one of the sessions where RAP is being tutored instead of CVP.)

tu: Do you know what determines the value of RAP?
st: No.
tu: RAP is essentially the same as central venous pressure. Does this help?
st: Is right atrial pressure CO x TPR-pa?
tu: No. (CO x TPR is MAP)
st: Need more help.
tu: Sorry about that! The pressure in the right atrium is essentially the same as the pressure in the central venous compartment. This (CVP) is determined by the compliance of the system and the volume of blood in the central venous compartment. What determines that volume?
st: Is the volume determined by venous tone?
tu: No. … [another, more direct hint is given...]

Note in the above the tutor’s use of an *ask-confirmation* dialogue act, in the form of the question “does this help?” The *ask-confirmation* occurs when there is still an open question for the student to answer. In the novice excerpts, it often occurs just after the tutor has given an answer.

Comparison of Hierarchical Tutoring Goals

Figure 2 shows a more complete annotation of the excerpt of expert tutoring shown in Figure 1. Here we show the hierarchy of tutorial goals. These goals are not based in the human tutor’s beliefs about tutoring; rather, they are structure which we impose on the dialogue in an attempt to model the tutoring behavior.

The highest goal shown, encompassing the entire segment, is *t-tutors-variable* for variable SV. Satisfying *t-tutors-variable* will entail satisfying several other goals hierarchically underneath it, in this case two tutorial goals *t-moves-forward* which establishes the correct value for SV and *t-explores-anomaly* which lets the student explain an apparent SV-related anomaly. Each of these two can be realized as a sequence of more specific tutoring goals, and so on.

The lowest level of the tutoring hierarchy is occupied by the primitive goals of *t-informs* or *t-elicit*. The primitives for student answers (*s-ans*) and tutor acknowledgments of the student answers (*t-ack*) are not part of the tutoring goal hierarchy, as they cannot possibly be planned ahead of time by the tutor.

When we started this experiment we wanted to compare novice and expert tutoring transcripts on the basis of tutorial goals. It proved difficult to annotate the novice tutors’ transcripts using the same style of goal structure we used for the expert tutors. The problem, subjectively, is that
the novices often seemed less organized in their tutoring behavior. An example of the problem is shown here, where the novice tutor is attempting to teach the variable SV but because of an errant student answer the dialogue veers off into a variable EDV, which is never related by the tutor to the topic at hand:

tu: Okay, you predicted SV after TPR. What factors determine the stroke volume?

<s-ans catg=correct>
st: SV is increased with increased IS and with increased EDV--preload.
</s-ans>

It will turn out to have to SV, the topic under discussion.

The novice tutors were often using stratagems similar to the ones the experts use. However their style of dialogue, with various topical excursions, was difficult to annotate with the hierarchy of tutorial goals from the expert transcripts. As we continue to analyze the differences in tutoring styles we think that further effort here will be fruitful.

Conclusions

We compared transcripts of both novice and expert tutors teaching the same baroreceptor reflex problem, counting various discourse features and the variety of physiological concepts invoked. In order to make a fair comparison of the counts, we compared segments of text which tutored the same topics to conclusion, regardless of length. We performed this experiment on the teaching of two different physiological variables.

The most clear result is that the ratio of eliciting acts (asking questions of the student) to informing acts (telling things to the student) is much higher for experts than for novices. This indicates, we believe, a more active learning experience. Another difference is that the novices were much more likely than experts to ask questions similar to “do you understand?”

In the teaching of one variable, the novices used noticeably fewer dialogue turns than the experts did. This seemed to be an effect of their style of informing more and eliciting less.

We would like to compare the novices and experts on the basis of annotations of tutoring strategies and tactics with which we have marked up our expert transcripts. But novice tutor dialogues were less organized, so that effort needs to be tried again in a different way.
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